2015 Six Foot Track:
TTS Race Report
The Six Foot Track is an iconic event. It’s a 45km marathon in the Blue Mountains
stretching from Katoomba to Jenolan Caves and is a fundraiser for the Rural Fire
Service and the Six Foot Track Heritage Trust.
It also has a few hills. The course climbs a total of 1,528m and drops a total of
1,788m – meaning it is technically a downhill course!
There were nine members of TTS that made the trek to Katoomba to complete the
2015 event on 14th March. This is our story…

In the Beginning
Justin and Pat:

“So, wondering if you wanted to join us in the six foot track?”

Paul, Cath and Drew:

“You talked me out of any intention I think!!! It sounds horrific!!!”

Justin and Pat:

“I think that Doug that would have said it was horrible. Should I sign you up?”

Paul, Cath and Drew:

“Sure!”

AND that is how the Adventure starts....

The Training
We had four “veterans” who had run the SFT before – Pat + Doug + Justin + Lars.
And five “newbies” who were mildly apprehensive – Paul + Drew + Nick + Cath + Grace.
We left our fellow TTS runners behind and headed off into the hills – each week dreaming up a more
horrendous long run with the strange obsession of how many metres of ascent we could cram in one run 
The Centenary Trail was our friend, as we worked our way around Canberra, peaking with a 37.7km run
three weeks out from the event!

A special mention to Helen, Craig and (tall) Mark who joined us on many of the training runs. Good sneaky
preparation for the Canberra Marathon!
We lost one of the herd when Lars succumbed to injury. There is always next year Lars.

Katoomba Beckons
The race approaches and a convoy of Canberra cars head up the Hume.
Doug had been providing daily weather updates from BOM to the team,
with the forecast looking promising.
As the road snaked up into the Blue Mountains it didn’t look so good, with
cloudy skies turning into a heavy cover of fog. Less than ideal…

Race Day!
4:50am alarm clock.
5:20am arrive at the meeting point.
5:40am bus to the start line.
5:50am arrive at the start line.
the anticipation builds!
7:00am wave one is go – Paul and Nick are off!
Followed by waves 2‐5 – we are all off!
only 45km to go…

The Start according to Nick
The race commenced amongst a sea of misty fog surrounded by a leafy forest with the “veteran” 6 footers
from the crew bravely comforting the very nervous and twitchy first timers. One runner was said to be so
nervous that one of his energy gels spontaneously exploded on the pre‐dawn bus ride to the starting line,
providing a sticky incentive to reach the river quickly during the race for a wash.
(note to Nick, don’t secure gels to your belt with safety pins…)
Nick, running much of the start of the race behind the banana fuelled Paul, became a pro at ducking,
weaving and collecting “dropped items” including a sandwich and a hat temporary lost as a result of a
thundering descent towards the Coxs River in search of the glorious river crossing.
The course profile – 15km of downhill at the start followed by a loooooonnngggg hillclimb…

No amount of training can really fully prepare one for the actual 6 Foot Track experience, shrouded as it is
in mystery and legend, this race humbles the fiercest runner and breaks those poor souls that don’t respect
the brutal hill climbs!!!

The River Crossing according to Grace
15km in and we reached the Coxs River – the end of the downill and the start of the uphill.
I finally reach the river, crossing
over and grabbing handfuls of
the most delicious tasting
watermelon. A nice man offers
to rinse my shoes so I sit down
and accept the royal
treatment, thinking that I have
run well and surely must be
around the 1.45 hours mark.
For extra good measure I dunk
my feet in the water bucket to
get rid of any last gravel bits.
Am feeling relaxed and happy
and casually asked what the
time was. Turns out that I had
taken almost 2.05 hours to get
to Coxs river and the sweepers were hot on my heels ‐ Sh*t, better get a move on I say to myself, opening
up a power bar ‐ The 2 slices of bread, butter, prosciutto, 4 eggs and a kiwi fruit that I had had for breakfast
plus 2 or 3 gels so far, had already been burnt!

The Accident
Running on the trails can be dangerous compared to the road.
Rocks and tree roots make for trip hazards and the ground can be
uncompromising.
Cath had a crash and her elbow came off second best, with a bad
dislocation. She took in her stride and exited the race on the “sad
bus” tooting on her Methoxyflurane green whistle after a doctor
had done his work putting the elbow back in.
She joined the “impaled man” who’d had a fight with a tree and a
number of other injured souls. All credit to Cath for keeping a
smile on her face throughout it all!
She was smiling at breakfast the next morning looking like she had
done her hair and makeup with one hand.
Footnote – a visit to Canberra hospital on Sunday even resulted in
a cast, get better soon Cath 

Doug’s reflections…
The Six Foot Track Marathon is special, if you only ever do one mountain trail race in your life, make it this
one. There are no opponents out on the track, we're all in it together, enjoying the downhill trails, wading
across the river, digging deep in the hills, one foot after another, encouraged by each other’s company all
the way to the caves.
The Six Foot Track epitomises why I run; friendship, adventure, challenge. I hope I'll be at the start line
again next year, and I hope you will be there too.

Random Race Notes!
So much to cover and so little time … random thoughts from us all:
•

Pat and Cath set what must be a new world record getting down the stairs at the beginning.

•

Drew is still lamenting not taking the stair dash at the beginning seriously, but he took his
disappointment out on the field by passing 100 runners in the second half of the race.

•

Justin's study/friendship of goats finally paid off as he passed 136 runners in the 10km + 700m
elevation gain from the Coxs River to Pluviometer.

•

Nick was the first TTS runner to Caves House and also finished in the top 50.

•

Paul added to the world's scientific knowledge on how long a man can run on bananas alone,
unfortunately he found it a few metres past Pluviometer.

•

Perhaps an omen of things to come, or race induced delirium, Nick encountered a charging black
boar (leading the way) on a lonely track in the final quarter of the race.

•

Drew was said to have come across a stalking Dingo, or similar predatory creature, watching the
weary runners from afar. None of the runners next to him saw it, did it exist?

•

They are friendly lot at the SFT. We encountered “Team Jess” which consisted a top 30 finisher
from Brisbane running with young first‐timer Doctor Jess. They had picked up Jason from London
somewhere along the track and talked politics for over an hour.

•

Doug was a bit lost, couldn't find another bare foot runner in the field and then when ordering his
vegetarian breakfast with bacon to get the avocado, the avocado didn't show, despite these
disappointments took 40 minutes off last years’ time.

The Finish
It’s over!!!!!
The cheers from the crowd, the downhill finish, the cowbells rung from afar.
If this isn’t THE BEST FINISH TO ANY RACE then we don’t know what is…

The times are in!
Nick is 48th with a 4:05 … Paul is 104th with a 4:25 … Drew is 247th with a 4:52
… Justin is 303rd with a 5:01 … Pat is 504th with a 5:32 … Doug is 693rd with a
6:02 … Grace is 822nd with a 6:40.
Great times for the newbies and PBs for all the veterans!!!!
To the right … Pat sits and reflects quietly on what he has achieved.

The Celebrations
Needless to say there was beer required. Good work Doug.
•

As the young novices went to bed it was left up to the
old veterans to take Cath to the pub and help drown
her sorrows at not being allowed to finish the race.

•

Grace went straight (almost) from her runners to
dancing shoes and was only warming up when we
were all fading (9pm), a longer run required.

•

Thank you to Lars, official 6FT groupie, photographer
and a warning to us all about injuries.

•

Big thank you to Serena for hosting the post‐race
celebrations, where we were all a little excited, three
conversations going on at once, one involving Lars'
hand me down' undies from his grandfather and
another about Grace's school girl error in using new
equipment in the race previously not trailed in
training, which caused her to seize up after the hills.

The less that is said about that discussion the better.

It’s a Wrap!
Well done all involved. It was a great weekend, a great event and the memories will last a lifetime.
It is an iconic event and we’re fortunate to have had such a good group of friends to enjoy it with.
The final part of the story was the “Victory Run” on Tuesday morning, which consisted a 1km warm‐up in
our newly earned shirts followed by coffee over the road at the Hyatt. As we finished our coffee we were
greeted by the stairs, resulting in a chorus of “Ouch” and “Oooh” from the quads in protest!
We hope you enjoyed our race report 
Drew and the team.

